E levations in lipoprotein(a) (Lp[a]) represent the most common genetic dyslipidemia worldwide affecting at least 1 in 5 individuals. 1 Lp(a) has been confirmed as a risk factor for myocardial infarction (MI) and aortic stenosis (AS) and 1 in 3 individuals with levels >30 mg/dL are at high cardiovascular risk. [2] [3] [4] Genetic studies, using the Mendelian randomization approach, have also provided strong evidence for causation. Taken together, the evidence suggests that Lp(a) may be a novel therapeutic target for preventing cardiovascular disease. 2 However, the lack of targeted effective treatments for Lp(a) lowering has limited its clinical relevance. Recently, several novel lipid-lowering therapies, including PCSK9 (proprotein convertase subtilisin/kexin type 9) inhibitors and antisense oligonucleotides, have been developed that can markedly lower Lp(a). [5] [6] [7] [8] With potent Lp(a)-lowering therapies on the horizon, we sought to estimate the potential population impact of Lp(a) lowering that may be achieved by these therapies in primary prevention. Accordingly, we estimated the attributable risk proportion and population attributable risk proportion for MI and aortic valve stenosis if all individuals with high Lp(a) ≥50 mg/dL, a level above which Lp(a) has been shown to be most pathogenic, 9 were treated to normalize their Lp(a) levels to <50 mg/dL.
Results

Reducing High Lp(a) Could Potentially Prevent up to 1 in 14 Cases of MI
For MI, the event rate for Lp(a) ≥50 mg/dL was 4.0%, whereas for <50 mg/dL it was 2.8% (relative risk, 1.46; 95% confidence interval, 1.45-1.46). The population attributable risk was 0.21%, which represents a population attributable risk percentage (PARP) of 7.1% of the total risk for MI in the population (Table) .
Reducing High Lp(a) Could Potentially Prevent up to 1 in 7 Cases of Aortic Valve Stenosis
For AS, the event rate for Lp(a) ≥50 mg/dL was 1.5%, whereas for <50 mg/dL it was 0.8% (relative risk, 1.95; 95% confidence interval, 1.94-1.97). The population attributable risk was 0.13%, which represents a PARP of 13.9% of the total risk for AS in the population (Table) .
Reducing High Lp(a) in Those at Highest Risk Could Have a Significant Impact on the Burden of CVD
In sensitivity analyses targeting individuals at the top 10% of the Lp(a) distribution (≥77 mg/dL), the PARP estimates were 5.2% for MI and 7.8% for AS, indicating that ≈1 in 20 MI cases and 1 in 12 AS cases could be preventable by treating only those at highest risk.
Discussion
Our analysis using data from a large prospective European cohort provides estimates for the population impact of lowering high Lp(a) ≥50 mg/dL for MI and aortic valve stenosis. Treating all individuals with an Lp(a) ≥50 mg/dL to <50 mg/dL could potentially reduce the incidence of MI and AS by as much as 13 and 7 per 1000 individuals, respectively. Accordingly, Lp(a) seems to be responsible for 31% and 49% of the excess risk of MI and AS in individuals with Lp(a) ≥50 mg/dL. In the general population, Lp(a) lowering to <50 mg/ dL would, therefore, be expected to reduce the overall incidence of MI and AS by 7.1% and 13.9%, respectively. Put differently, our results suggest that potent Lp(a) lowering of all individuals with Lp(a) ≥50 mg/dL, which represents ≈20% of the population, 1 could be expected to prevent up to 1 in 14 MI cases and 1 in 7 AS cases.
Estimates of the population impact of high Lp(a) on cardiovascular disease have been limited in the literature. A small case-control study of MI in Hawaiian men suggested a PARP of 14%, 10 whereas a study investigating the PARP for high Lp(a) in stroke reported a PARP of 6.8% across several prospective cohorts. 11 Our estimates of 7.1% and 13.9% for MI and AS, respectively, from a large prospective cohort strongly support the notion that potent Lp(a) lowering could make significant contributions to reducing cardiovascular disease in the near future. Our estimate of 13.9% for AS is higher than that for both MI and stroke and demonstrates that Lp(a) is a larger contributor to the excess risk for AS than other cardiovascular diseases and could reduce a greater proportion of the burden of AS in the population. To our knowledge, this represents the first published estimate of the population impact of lowering Lp(a) for AS.
The use of PARP as a relevant metric of population impact has been criticized because of the limited ability to infer causality of many exposures or to markedly change exposure rates in the population. Furthermore, the use of PARP has been discouraged in genetics, as there is currently no effective way to directly modify a genotype, limiting the public health relevance of calculating the impact of such modification. Nonetheless, these limitations should not apply to PARP estimates of Lp(a). First, although Lp(a) is a genetic exposure, its adverse effects are mediated by circulating plasma Lp(a), which can substantially be reduced by emerging therapies. [5] [6] [7] [8] 12 Second, unlike many other cardiovascular biomarkers, the evidence for causality for Lp(a) is particularly strong based on Mendelian randomization studies. [2] [3] [4] In fact, causal estimates of Lp(a) in cardiovascular disease seem stronger than observational estimates, suggesting that our measures of population impact may be underestimated.
Our study has several limitations. First, we have assumed that a potent Lp(a)-lowering agent will become available in the near future that will be highly tolerable, will have no important side effects, will be affordable, and will achieve 100% compliance. Although emerging therapies demonstrate excellent efficacy in lowering Lp(a) and tolerability with limited side effects, no outcome studies in high Lp(a) patients have been performed, and therefore, the efficacy and cost-effectiveness of these novel therapies remain unknown. We also acknowledge that the use of injectable therapy or plasmapheresis may be limited by patients' willingness to 
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accept such treatments and their associated costs; however, our objective was to provide the maximal theoretical benefit for lowering high Lp(a) in the population; the actual benefits produced from such interventions may be lower. Second, the estimated population impact assumes that approximately one-fifth of the population will be treated. It may be more reasonable to target Lp(a) lowering to the top 10%, where risk is known to be highest. As we have shown in our sensitivity analysis, this would still be expected to significantly reduce the incidence of MI and AS cases. Third, our estimates assume that Lp(a) will be reduced to <50 mg/dL in all individuals. Given the highly skewed distribution of Lp(a), it may not be possible to normalize Lp(a) in all individuals, which would reduce the population impact of Lp(a) lowering. Nonetheless, given that antisense agents can lower Lp(a) by up to 90% 7,8 and PCSK9 inhibitors by an average of 25%, 5, 6 individuals with Lp(a) as high as 500 mg/dL may be able to achieve an Lp(a) <50 mg/dL, depending on the agent used. However, PCSK9 inhibitors will lower LDL-C more than Lp(a) even when LDL-C itself may not require intervention, and this could limit their utility for Lp(a) lowering. Finally, because Lp(a) is a lifelong genetic exposure starting at birth, it is unclear whether pharmacological Lp(a) lowering in later life will have the same expected impact. If potent Lp(a) lowering could be achieved using novel agents in development, targeting the top 20% of the population distribution for Lp(a) would be expected to prevent ≈1 in 14 cases of MI and ≈1 in 7 cases of AS. Lowering Lp(a) is expected to have a major impact on reducing the burden of cardiovascular disease and should be pursued as a therapeutic target. 
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